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Abstract. Widely varying node degrees occur in software dependency graphs,
hyperlink structures, social networks, and many other real-world graphs. Finding
dense subgraphs in such graphs is of great practical interest, as these clusters may
correspond to cohesive software modules, semantically related documents, and
groups of friends or collaborators. Many existing clustering criteria and energy
models are biased towards clustering together nodes with high degrees. In this
paper, we introduce a clustering criterion based on normalizing cuts with edge
numbers (instead of node numbers), and a corresponding energy model based on
edge repulsion (instead of node repulsion) that reveal clusters without this bias.

1 Introduction

It is increasingly recognized that the degrees of the nodes in many graph models of
real-world systems vary widely [1], with examples including dependencies between
software artifacts, citations of scientific articles, hyperlink structures (like the World
Wide Web, dictionaries, and thesauri), social networks, and neural networks. Dense
subgraphs of these graphs are of great scientific and practical interest, because these
clusters are candidates for cohesive software modules, research areas, semantically re-
lated terms or documents, groups of closely interacting people, and functional units of
the nervous system.

The first challenge in the identification of such clusters is to formalize the notion of
a cluster. Section 2 shows that several existing cut-based clustering criteria are biased
towards certain cluster sizes, and derives two unbiased clustering criteria by appropri-
ately normalizing the cut. There are two unbiased clustering criteria because the two
natural measures of cluster size, namely the number of nodes and the number of edges,
are equivalent (up to a constant factor) only for graphs with uniform degrees.

The second challenge is the computation and the presentation of the clusters. Sec-
tion 3 introduces two energy models that reveal the clusters corresponding to the two
clustering criteria. This enables the computation of clusters with existing energy mini-
mization algorithms (like the algorithm of Barnes and Hut [3, 19]) that scale to graphs
with thousands of nodes. The presentation as graph drawing facilitates the compre-
hension of the cluster structure, because viewers naturally interpret closely positioned
nodes as strongly related [4, 6]. Section 4 presents example drawings of various real-
world graphs.
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1.1 Basic Definitions

For a set M , let |M | be the number of elements of M , and let M (2) be the set of
all subsets of M which have exactly two elements. A bipartition of a set M is a pair
(M1, M2) of sets with M1 ∪ M2 = M , M1 ∩ M2 = ∅, M1 �= ∅, and M2 �= ∅.

A graph G = (V, E) consists of a finite set V of nodes and a finite set E of edges
with E ⊆ V (2). Because drawings can be computed separately for different components
of a graph, we restrict ourselves to connected graphs, i.e. graphs where every pair of
nodes is connected by a path.

For a node v, the degree deg(v) is the number |{u | {u, v} ∈ E}| of nodes adjacent
to v. The total degree

∑
v∈V1

deg(v) of all nodes in a set V1 is denoted by deg(V1). For
two sets of nodes V1 and V2, the number of edges

∣
∣{{v1, v2} ∈ E | v1 ∈ V1, v2 ∈ V2}

∣
∣

between V1 and V2 is called the cut between V1 and V2 and denoted by cut(V1, V2). We
often identify a set of nodes V1 with the subgraph (V1, {e ∈ E | e ⊆ V1}) it induces.

A d-dimensional drawing of the graph G is a vector p = (pv)v∈V of node positions
pv ∈ IRd. For a drawing p and two nodes u, v ∈ V , the length of the difference vector
pv − pu is called the distance of u and v in p and denoted by ||pv − pu||.

2 Graph Clustering Criteria

Informally, we denote by a graph cluster a subgraph with many internal edges and
few edges to the remaining graph. This can be formalized by defining a measure for
the coupling between subgraphs, such that a smaller coupling corresponds to a better
clustering. This section discusses such measures, starting with the cut. The main result
is that the cut is biased, and has to be normalized with the sizes of the subgraphs.
For graphs with uniform degrees, normalizing the cut with the number of nodes of
the subgraphs is equivalent to normalizing the cut with the number of edges, but for
graphs with nonuniform degrees, these two alternatives lead to considerably different
notions of a cluster. For clarity, the discussion is restricted to the coupling between two
subgraphs, the generalization to more subgraphs is straightforward.

2.1 The Cut

A simple measure of the coupling between two disjoint sets of nodes V1 and V2 of
a graph (V, E) is their cut cut(V1, V2). There exist efficient algorithms for finding a
bipartition of a given graph with the minimum cut [22].

However, the cut prefers bipartitions that consist of a very small and a very large
subgraph, as the following calculation shows. Among the 1

2 (|V |2−|V |) unordered pairs
of nodes from V , there are |V1| · |V2| pairs of one node from V1 and one node from V2.
So the expected cut between V1 and V2 is 2|V1|·|V2|

|V |2−|V | |E|, which is much smaller for
bipartitions with |V1| � |V2| than for bipartitions with |V1| = |V2|.

2.2 The Node-Normalized Cut

An unbiased measure of the coupling between two disjoint sets of nodes V1 and V2
called node-normalized cut is obtained by normalizing the cut with the expected cut
(and ignoring constant factors for simplicity):
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nodenormcut(V1, V2) =
cut(V1, V2)
|V1| · |V2|

For a fixed graph (V, E) and all clusters sizes |V1| and |V2|, the node-normalized cut
has the same expected value 2|E|

|V |2−|V | .
This measure is also known as ratio of the cut, and has been used in VLSI de-

sign [2] and software engineering [16]. Computing a bipartition with minimum node-
normalized cut is NP-complete, but approximable in polynomial time within factor
O(log(|V |)) [15].

The node-normalized cut is still biased towards bipartitions with a very small and
a very large subgraph if the number of edges is used as measure of subgraph size.
Consider two bipartitions of the set of nodes V into two sets V1 and V2 of equal cardi-
nality, where deg(V1) = deg(V2) in the first bipartition, and deg(V1) � deg(V2) in the
second bipartition. (Note that such bipartitions only exist in graphs with nonuniform
degrees.) Then the expected cut, and therefore the node-normalized cut, is much larger
for the first bipartition than for the second.

The following calculation makes this more precise. The |E| edges of a graph (V, E)
have deg(V ) = 2|E| end nodes. So there are 1

2

(
deg(V )2 −

∑
v∈V deg(v)2

)
unordered

pairs of end nodes. (The subtrahend accounts for “pairs” of two equal end nodes.)
Among these pairs, there are deg(V1) deg(V2) pairs of one node from V1 and one node
from V2. So the expected cut between |V1| and |V2| is 2 deg(V1) deg(V2)

deg(V )2−�v∈V deg(v)2 |E|, which

is much smaller for bipartitions with deg(V1) � deg(V2) than for bipartitions with
deg(V1) = deg(V2).

2.3 The Edge-Normalized Cut

Normalizing the cut with the expected cut (without constant factors) results in another
measure of coupling called edge-normalized cut:

edgenormcut(V1, V2) =
cut(V1, V2)

deg(V1) deg(V2)

For a fixed graph (V, E) and all clusters sizes deg(V1) and deg(V2), the edge-
normalized cut has the same expected value 2|E|

deg(V )2−�v∈V deg(v)2 .

A similar measure has been introduced (without a systematic derivation) by Shi and
Malik [20] as normalized cut:

ncut(V1, V2) =
cut(V1, V2)

deg(V1)
+

cut(V1, V2)
deg(V2)

.

Because (deg(V1)+deg(V2)) edgenormcut(V1, V2) = ncut(V1, V2), the values of the
two measures differ only by the constant factor deg(V ) if V1 ∪V2 = V . The problem of
deciding whether a given graph has a bipartition with an edge-normalized cut smaller
than a given constant is NP-complete [20].

2.4 Related Work: Other Measures of Coupling

Other measures of the coupling between two disjoint sets of nodes V1 and V2 of a graph
(V, E) include the expansion [14]
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expansion(V1, V2) =
cut(V1, V2)

min(|V1|, |V2])
and the conductance [14]

conductance(V1, V2) =
cut(V1, V2)

min(deg(V1), deg(V2))
.

Computing a bipartition with minimum expansion is NP-complete, but approximable
in polynomial time within factor O(log(|V |)) [15].

The expansion is biased towards similarly-sized clusters: For |V1| = |V |−1 and
|V2| = 1, the expected expansion is 2|E|

|V | , while for |V1| = |V2| = 1
2 |V |, the expected

expansion is only |E|
|V |−1 . The conductance has a similar bias when the total degree is

used as measure of cluster size.

3 Energy Models for Graph Clustering

One particular way to compute and present the cluster structure of graphs is energy-
based graph drawing. That the results are drawings and not partitions of the set of nodes
has several benefits: Drawings facilitate the comprehension of the cluster structure, be-
cause viewers naturally interpret closely positioned nodes as strongly related [4, 6], and
enable the navigation from one cluster to closely related clusters. Drawings show how
clearly clusters are separated, and how closely nodes are associated with their cluster.

In an earlier paper [17], we introduced the LinLog energy model for visualizing
clusters with respect to the node-normalized cut. The main result of this section is that
replacing repulsion between nodes with repulsion between edges adapts the LinLog
model to the edge-normalized cut (and thus to graphs with nonuniform degrees).

3.1 The Edge-Repulsion LinLog Energy Model

The node-repulsion LinLog energy of a drawing p is defined in [17] as

UNodeLinLog(p) =
∑

{u,v}∈E
||pu − pv|| −

∑

{u,v}∈V (2)
ln ||pu − pv||

To avoid infinite energies we assume that different nodes have different positions, which
is no serious restriction because we are interested in drawings with low energy. The
first term of the difference can be interpreted as attraction between adjacent nodes, the
second term as repulsion between different nodes.

In the edge-repulsion LinLog energy model the repulsion between nodes is replaced
by repulsion between edges. In our formalization, the repulsion does not act between
entire edges, but only between their end nodes. So the repulsion between two nodes is
weighted by the number of edges of which they are an end node, i.e. by their degrees:

UEdgeLinLog(p) =
∑

{u,v}∈E
||pu −pv||−

∑

{u,v}∈V (2)
deg(u) deg(v) ln ||pu −pv||

The beauty of edge repulsion lies in its symmetry: Edges cause both attraction and re-
pulsion. In other words, nodes that attract strongly also repulse strongly. More precisely,
each node has consistently – in terms of attraction and repulsion – an influence on the
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drawing proportional to its degree. (This can be visualized by setting the size of a node
to its degree, as in the figures in Sect. 4.) As a beneficial side effect, this symmetry can
also facilitate the introduction and weighting of additional forces [18].

In a node-repulsion LinLog drawing of a graph with very nonuniform degrees, the
positions of the nodes mainly reflect their degrees: The (strongly attracting) high-degree
nodes are mostly placed at the center, and the (weakly attracting, but equally repulsing)
low-degree nodes at the borders. This bias is removed in the edge-repulsion LinLog
model. For graphs with uniform node degrees, both models have equivalent minima up
to scaling.

3.2 Interpretation of Edge-Repulsion LinLog Drawings

The theorems and proofs about the interpretation of node-repulsion LinLog drawings
in [17] can be adapted to edge-repulsion LinLog. This subsection only presents a sim-
plified version to illustrate the difference between node repulsion and edge repulsion.

Let G = (V, E) be a graph, and let (V1, V2) be a bipartition of the set of nodes V
into two cohesive (dense), loosely coupled subgraphs. Let p be a drawing of G with
minimum edge-repulsion LinLog energy. How is the distance of V1 and V2 in p related
to their coupling?

Due to the high cohesion and low coupling, the distances within V1 and within V2
should be much smaller than the distance between V1 and V2 in p. For our discussion,
this situation can be reasonably closely approximated by assuming that all nodes in V1
have the same position and all nodes in V2 have the same position in p. Let d be the
Euclidean distance of these two positions.

Ignoring the energy between nodes of the same subgraph (which is irrelevant for
the distance d between the subgraphs), we obtain the following edge-repulsion LinLog
energy of the drawing p:

U(d) = cut(V1, V2)d − deg(V1) deg(V2) ln d

Because p is a drawing with minimum energy, this function has a global minimum at d,
so U ′(d) = 0.

0 = U ′(d) = cut(V1, V2) − deg(V1) deg(V2)/d

d =
deg(V1) deg(V2)

cut(V1, V2)
=

1
edgenormcut(V1, V2)

So the distance d between V1 and V2 in the drawing with minimum edge-repulsion Lin-
Log energy is the inverse of their edge-normalized cut. For the node-repulsion LinLog
energy model, we only need to replace deg(V1) deg(V2) with |V1| · |V2| in all terms, so
the distance is the inverse node-normalized cut.

This simple analysis method is not meant to replace a more detailed examination (as
done in [17] for node-repulsion LinLog), but it allows a quick approximate assessment
of the clustering properties for many energy models.

3.3 Related Work

Energy Models for Clustering. The force and energy models of Eades [7], Fruchter-
man and Reingold [8], Davidson and Harel [5], and Kamada and Kawai [13] tend to
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(a) (Node-repulsion) Fruchterman-Reingold (b) Edge-repulsion Fruchterman-Reingold

Fig. 1. Two small graphs

enforce uniform (or other given) edge lengths, to support tasks like following paths and
identifying neighbors. The LinLog energy models reveal clusters, which generally re-
quires some long (between-cluster) and short (within-cluster) edges. So the two goals
of clustering and uniform edge lengths are contradictory and cannot be achieved with a
single energy model. But classes of energy models like r-PolyLog [17] allow the user
to choose any compromise.

Edge Repulsion. In many force and energy models, including those of Eades [7] and
Fruchterman and Reingold [8], adjacent nodes attract and all pairs of nodes repulse.
Like node-repulsion LinLog, these models tend to draw dense subgraphs too small (be-
cause attraction dominates repulsion) and sparse subgraphs too large.

Figure 1a shows examples for the Fruchterman-Reingold model: The complete sub-
graph of the left graph contains most edges, but uses only a small part of the drawing
area. Much area is wasted by the unnecessarily long edges to the eight peripheral nodes.
The (sparse) right graph is drawn much larger than the (dense) complete subgraph, al-
though it contains much fewer edges. Further examples are given in Sect. 4.

Like for LinLog, replacing node repulsion with edge repulsion improves the bal-
ance between attraction and repulsion, because both are caused by the edges. Figure 1b
shows that this leads to a more uniform information density and thus better readability.

A related concept is the repulsive force between edges and nodes proposed by David-
son and Harel [5]. This force was introduced exclusively for improving readability, and
not for enabling interpretations with respect to the cluster structure.

Algorithms for Energy Minimization. As usual in force- and energy-based graph
drawing (with the exception of Hall’s energy model [11]), we have no practical
algorithm that finds global minima of the LinLog energy models. In our experi-
ments we use the hierarchical energy minimization algorithm of Barnes and Hut [3],
which was introduced to graph drawing by Quigley and Eades [19]. Its runtime is in
O(|E| + |V | log |V |) per iteration. The overall runtime grows somewhat faster because
the number of iterations needed for convergence tends to grow with |V |. Some other
efficient minimization algorithms are not expected to find good energy minima for clus-
tering energy models like LinLog and for graphs with small diameter [9, 12, 21, 10].

4 Examples

This section shows example drawings of the edge-repulsion LinLog energy model,
and, for comparison, of the node-repulsion LinLog energy model and the well-known
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Fruchterman-Reingold force model [8]. The first subsection illustrates the differences
between the models with drawings of a pseudo-random graph. The second subsection
shows that drawings of the edge-repulsion LinLog model can provide non-trivial and
useful insights into the structure of real-world graphs.

In all figures, the area of each circle that represents a node is proportional to the
degree of the node, with the exception that there is a minimum area to ensure visibility.
Some drawings were rotated manually. (Rotation does not change the energy.) In most
drawings, the edges are omitted to avoid clutter.

An effective visualization of large graphs requires panning and zooming, and inter-
active showing and hiding of node labels and edges. Therefore we provide VRML files
(offering the first three features) of the drawings on a supplementary web page1.

4.1 Pseudo-Random Graph

Figure 2 shows a pseudo-random graph with eight cluster of 50 nodes. The probability
of an edge {u, v} is

– 1 if u and v belong to the same of the first four clusters,
– 0.5 if u and v belong to the same of the second four clusters,
– 0.2 if u and v belong to different of the first four clusters,
– 0.05 if u and v belong to different of the second four clusters, and
– 0.1 if u belongs to one of the first and v belongs to one of the second four clusters.

Both LinLog models reveal the clusters, but their drawings differ because the degrees
of the nodes are nonuniform. The node-repulsion LinLog drawing places the first four
clusters more closely than the second four clusters, which reflects that node-normalized
cuts between the first four clusters are higher than between the second four clusters. In
the edge-repulsion LinLog drawing the distances between all clusters are similar, which
reflects that the edge-normalized cuts between all pairs of clusters are similar.

(a) Fruchterman-Reingold (b) Node-repulsion LinLog (c) Edge-repulsion LinLog

Fig. 2. Pseudo-random graph

1 http://www-sst.informatik.tu-cottbus.de/GD/erlinlog.html

http://www-sst.informatik.tu-cottbus.de/GD/erlinlog.html
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(a) Fruchterman-Reingold model

(b) Node-repulsion LinLog model

(c) Edge-repulsion LinLog model

Fig. 3. Friendship network (33 nodes, 147 edges). Double edges correspond to reciprocated rela-
tionships, single edges to non-reciprocated relationships.
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(a) Fruchterman-Reingold model
(b) Node-repulsion LinLog model

(c) Edge-repulsion LinLog model

Fig. 4. Direct flights between US airports (332 nodes, 2126 edges). The airports in Alaska and
the South Sea (e.g. Guam) are omitted to improve readability.

4.2 Real-World Graphs

The graphs in Fig. 3 to 5 were obtained from the Pajek project2. In the drawings of
the Fruchterman-Reingold model (Fig. 3a to 5a) and the node-repulsion LinLog model
(Fig. 3b to 5b), nodes with high degree are placed in the center, and nodes with low
degree near the borders. So the positions of the nodes mainly reflect their degree.

2 http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/networks/data/
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(a) Fruchterman-Reingold model (b) Node-repulsion LinLog model

(c) Edge-repulsion LinLog model

Fig. 5. Hyperlinks between terms in the Online Dictionary for Library and Information Science
ODLIS (2896 nodes, 18238 edges)
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In Fig. 3, only the edge-repulsion LinLog drawing clearly reflects that there are two
groups of friends – the left group around Chris and Rick and the right group around
Steve and Irv – which are mainly connected by Upton and Dan.

Figure 4c shows that the edge-repulsion LinLog model discovers (roughly) the rel-
ative geographical locations of the US airports from the airline routing graph. Besides
providing insights into the structure of the airline routes, this example impressively
shows that the LinLog model can discover non-obvious knowledge in graphs.

The edge-repulsion LinLog drawing of the Online Dictionary for Library and Infor-
mation Science (ODLIS) is shown in Fig. 5c, but the VRML file on the supplementary
web page3 gives a better impression how well semantically related terms are grouped
on all scales. Such grouping is useful e.g. for discovering the global topic areas (like
publishing, printing, computer science, etc.), identifying entry points for the exploration
of topics, or finding semantically related terms even if they are not explicitly linked.

Drawings of three additional graphs are provided on the supplementary web page3.
The grouping of papers from the Graph Drawing symposium in a drawing of the cita-
tion graph reflects research areas. However, there is some noise in the drawing because
many papers have too few citations to be clearly assigned to a group. Again, such draw-
ings have many applications, from getting an overview of the field with its subfields
and landmark papers to identifying related papers even if they have no direct citation
relationship. A drawing of Roget’s thesaurus provides a nice map of (parts of) the Eng-
lish language by grouping semantically related categories, with benefits similar to the
ODLIS visualization. The third drawing reflects how often files of a software system
changed together in the development process. Because changes should be localized in
subsystems, groups of files in this graph help to decompose the system into subsystems
or to improve an existing subsystem hierarchy.

5 Conclusion

Cut-based measures for the coupling of subgraphs should be normalized with the size of
the subgraphs to avoid biases. For graphs with nonuniform degrees, the number of edges
is often a more appropriate measure of the size of subgraphs than the number of nodes.
(For uniform degrees, both are equivalent.) Accordingly, energy models should use edge
repulsion instead of (or in addition to) node repulsion to avoid dense accumulations of
nodes with high degrees. In drawings of one such energy model, called edge-repulsion
LinLog, the distance of groups of nodes is approximately inversely proportional to their
coupling. Drawings of this energy model can provide deep and useful insights into
the structure of real-world graphs from various domains, which are not possible with
previous energy models.
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